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the hollywood reporter called the film "an epic vision of the seediq bale's struggles for independence." in its new york times
review, critic justin chang compares the film to the work of the japanese film-maker akira kurosawa, and finds that "it's more

than just a story about a rebellion; it's also a story about one man's profound and lifelong devotion to a life of righteousness, a
story about a man's death and a man's longing to live. the struggle, the conflict, the inevitability of death, all of it is conveyed in
a film that's shot with the same stylized austerity as kurosawa's seven samurai or the hidden fortress." in its indiewire review,

andrew barker describes the film as "a stunning achievement for the auteur of capo no. 7," and adds, "this is a movie that
pushes beyond the boundaries of cinema itself, and only wei te-sheng could make such an audacious, daring, and moving film."

no matter how ingeniously it is varied, the non-stop fighting becomes oppressive in the long run. the films most memorable
moments showing director weis dramatic flare and the actors surprising natural talent are quieter moments: the suicide by

hanging of the seediq women who kill themselves rather than be a burden to their fighting husbands, and the extremely moving
deaths of a mixed japanese-seediq family. two-dimensional, stylized backgrounds and stiff acting make the film a

disappointment. the non-actors in the screenplay, trying to avoid the temptation to mimic hollywood stars, act woodenly and
unconvincingly. some of the seediqs are extras in the battles, and it is hard to tell who is who. the story, about the seediqs'

struggle to preserve their traditional belief as well as their culture, was a simple enough idea that a more complex film could
have been developed. one can admire the wealth of the scenery, the costumes, and some of the traditional dances, but the film
is a bit too over-produced. it is unfortunate that such a well-crafted drama, set in a fascinating historical era, has been marred

by a lack of talent.
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the film has had a large impact in taiwan and even had a sequel, warriors of the rainbow part two: the rainbow bridge (2004),
although it is not as popular as the first part. when the film was released, the taiwanese government asked the seediqs to play
the film on the public television once a year. because of that, it is hard to find the film on dvd. but it is the only film available
that shows the seediqs in a positive light. after the uprising at wushe, mona rudao faces a guerrilla war against the militarily

superior japanese and seediq clans. he and his followers must fight for their dignity and honor so that they can truly be seediq
bale or real men. warriors of the rainbow: seediq bale - part 2: the rainbow bridge is part two of the two-part, four-hour

taiwanese edition of the film warriors of the rainbow. here is an amazing film warriors of the rainbow seediq bale in hd. we are
dedicated to bringing you the best free movies from all over the web. we will always try our best to bring you the best

streaming movies. watch warriors of the rainbow seediq bale and download it to your computer or mobile device, download
warriors of the rainbow seediq bale from below. download film warriors of the rainbow seediq bale now, online streaming free
film warriors of the rainbow seediq bale movie, download warriors of the rainbow seediq bale and watch it with your friends on

internet. after the initial uprising at wushe, mona rudao faces an unwinnable guerrilla war against the militarily superior
japanese plus fierce rival seediq clans. he and his followers must fight not just for their lives but for their dignity and honor-so

that they can truly be seediq bale or real men. 5ec8ef588b
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